Why do prudent investors insist
on starting each day with the
Dick Davis Digest? Simple . . .

TIME IS MONEY!
Now — Put The Digest To Work For You So That Your
Portfolio Grows And Pays Dividends Year After Year.

Why Torture Yourself Spending Days . . . Weeks . . . Even Months Trying To Pick And Choose The Right High-Yield Stocks?

Every Two Weeks – You Can Have The Most Convenient,
On-Target, Time-Saving Stock Market Letter In The
Industry Delivered Right To Your Door . . .
The

Dick Davis Digest!

READ WHAT THE INDUSTRY EXPERTS SAY ABOUT THE DICK DAVIS DIGEST:

“The Dick Davis Digest is the best summary of the advisory
industry around. I highly recommend it.”
Martin Zweig, Editor, The Zweig Forecast

“The Digest is the most comprehensive source of investment
advice available to the individual investor. Keep up the
good work.”
Andrew L. Addison, Editor, The Addison Report

“The Digest is the single best newsletter available for the
serious, long-term investor.”

For The Past 10 Years
The Dick Davis Digest Has
Consistently Been The Most
Thorough And Successful
Stock Market Newsletter
Published!

Alex Miselson, Research Director, A.T. Brod & Co.

“You have a fine service and a super reputation. I truly value
your professionalism.”
Donald Rowe, Editor, The Wall Street Digest

“The Digest is the most interesting overview available in
the financial community. I’ve rarely seen so much good
material brought together in so readable a format.”
Donald Kirsch, The Wall Street Group

THE BEST OF THE BEST!
IMPORTANT — Order In The Next 7 Days And Receive Our Special Report . . .

“TOP STOCK PICKS FOR 1993”

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS A DAY . . . SAME DAY SERVICE ON CREDIT CARD ORDERS:

1-800-654-1514
Or Fax Your Order To: 305-771-1756

The Dick Davis Digest is published every two weeks in a 12-page format and subscribed
to by investors in all 50 states and 40 foreign countries. Order today with no risk!

 Reading the
Dick Davis Digest
will make you
one of the
best informed
investors in
the nation.

A 12-Page Compilation
Of The Most Relevant And
Newsworthy Information
Released By The Financial
Community . . .

YOURS EVERY 2 WEEKS!

FREE
SAMPLE
NEWSLETTER
ENCLOSED

Investment Ideas From The Best Minds On Wall Street

P.O. Box 9547, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33310-9547
B3/93

More Inside . . . See What The Wall Street Experts Say . . .

THE NATION’S #1 STOCK MARKET LETTER . . . IT’S LIKE HAVING YOUR OWN BLUE-CHIP RESEARCH DEPARTMENT . . .
OVER $75,000.00 IN COMBINED ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES . . . ORDER NOW WITH ZERO-RISK WHATSOEVER . . .

The Dick Davis Digest!

YOUR FREe CoPY Of The DIgEST IS eNClOsED!!
DISCOVER WHY IT’S BEEN HAILED “THE BEST OF THE BEST!”

No Other Stock Market Letter Gives You A More Concise, Clear Picture Of The Stock Market
Including Specific Advice On “What To Buy” As Recommended By The Top Advisors In The Industry.
“I read a lot of advisory letters, but if I was forced
to survive on one alone, yours would be the one.”
— James Russell, Financial Editor, Miami Herald

Questions & Answers
What You Should Know About The “Dick Davis Digest”

Q.

How long has the
DICK DAVIS DIGEST
been in business?

A.

The DIGEST has been published
since 1982, consistently outperforming every other digest-format
market letter, and our record of
success and customer satisfaction
has remained second to none.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

How is the DICK DAVIS
DIGEST different from
other market letters?
Most stock market letters base
their recommendations solely on
one theory, or on the advice of
one expert or market analyst. The
DIGEST is totally different. We
review stock picks from over 400
of the top letter writers and
analysts . . . virtually every investment source known. All the
guesswork is eliminated to give
you the best chance possible for
a major return on investment.

Is your record of success
really as good as you say?
YES, it is every bit as good. Take
the 72 Spotlight Stocks we featured
between Aug. ’89 and Aug. ‘92 . . .

as of October 28, they showed an average
gain of 27% — even though most of these
picks were for conservative, long-term
investors. Those from 1990, which have had
a full 2 years to “work out” are up 38.9%,
while the 1989 picks show a gain of 45.5%.
It’s clear our selections have strongly outperformed the Dow, and these gains do not
include dividends, which in many cases
would have further increased stated gains.
Isn’t that the kind of consistent return on
investment you are looking for?

FREE BONUSES . . .

Yours With A Full-Term Subscription
To The DICK DAVIS DIGEST.
INVESTMENT INSIGHTS:
50 SECRETS TO STOCK MARKET
PROFITS

The newest book from Dick Davis,
packed with the very best of his innovative, down-to-earth, “no holds
barred” advice.
This valuable work contains market
insights that are must reading for
anyone who is serious about learning how to be a consistent winner in the market. Included is his refreshingly candid advice — do’s and don’ts
that Davis feels most strongly about after 29 years
in the securities business. It could well prove to be
the most helpful investment advice on how to achieve
profits in the market you have ever read. This remarkable book, Investment Insights: 50 Secrets to Stock
Market Profits, is yours absolutely FREE as a complimentary bonus with your full-term subscription to the
Dick Davis Digest.

EXTRA BONUS!

“I appreciate the super-high
quality of your publication.
You put out the finest digest in
the business.”
— Rob Prechter, Editor, The Elliott Wave Theorist

Q.
A.

ORDER IN THE NEXT 7 DAYS AND GET OUR
SPECIAL REPORT: TOP STOCK PICKS FOR 1993
This valuable 8-page report is crucial for investors, and
features the best investment ideas for the coming year
as selected by the leading industry experts. Right now
it is yours FREE . . . simply by placing your full-term order
in the next 7 days. Please rush to secure your copy.

Q.
A.

Is the DICK DAVIS
DIGEST expensive?
That’s a question only you can
answer. However, our introductory
rate is $120 a year and our 12-page
DIGEST is published 24 times a
year. Compare that to the average
of $150 for other financial newsletters which offer only 12 to 17
issues a year of 8 pages or less. By
virtually all standards of thinking,
the DICK DAVIS DIGEST is a
bargain.

How can I order the
DICK DAVIS DIGEST?
We’ve made it easy for you. Return
the order form with your check or
money order in the postage-paid
envelope enclosed. For same day
service on credit card orders, call
TOLL-FREE 1-800-654-1514. Or,
as a new service, you can FAX your
order 24 hours a day (please make
sure to include credit card number
and expiration date) to our office
at 1-305-771-1756.

“I must commend you on the job you do . . . your
publication has become required reading in our office.”
— Don Phillips, Editor, Mutual Fund Values

VALUABLE FEATURES
IN EVERY ISSUE . . .
Every Issue Of The Dick Davis Digest Is Filled With A Wealth Of
Valuable Information. Here Are The Features That Regularly Appear:

 PERSONAL NOTE
Thought provoking insights in stock market philosophy, geared toward
keeping you on the right side of the market’s primary trend. This section
emphasizes the Digest’s long-term buy investment approach, featuring
commentaries by such super investors as Lynch, Templeton and Buffett.

 SPOTLIGHT STOCK
After reading through over 400 plus advisory services, the single most
compelling, provocative and promising stock ideas is featured on page one.

 WHERE’S THE MARKET GOING
Forecasts of the top market timers in the country — Farrell, Zweig, Nurock,
Frank, Prechter, etc. are summarized in concise, non-technical language,
providing the broad market direction picture necessary for proper timing in
buying and selling stocks.

 SHORT AND TO THE POINT
Concise, thought-provoking investment ideas and money making suggestions
gleaned from hundreds of publications, stripped of all peripheral language
and reduced to the “heart” of the message.

 THE LAST WORD
The final page of each issue features a special situation or an outstanding group
of stocks. The emphasis is on the favorite selections of those with top track records.

 FOLLOW-UPS
Updated opinions on stocks recommended previously in the Digest with the
emphasis on former “Spotlight” and “Last Word” selections.

A Word From Our Editor:

“

The direct mail experts told us that it
was crazy to send you the latest issue of the
Digest. But that’s exactly what we’ve done —
with absolutely NO OBLIGATION to you — because we think our product speaks for itself.
And we’re betting after you read it . . . you’ll
agree. And you’ll want to subscribe yourself.
But talk is cheap. You decide. Determine if the DICK DAVIS DIGEST isn’t the
most convenient, time-saving compilation
of stock market letters you have ever seen.
Read it for yourself . . . FREE!

”

 MUTUAL FUNDS

“I don’t know how you do it.
You provide a wealth of
information at a bargain
basement price. We’ll be
subscribers for life.”

The top recommendations from market letters that deal exclusively with
mutual funds including the latest positions of the leading switch fund advisors.

“Your newsletter is the finest
in the industry.”

“The Dick Davis Digest allows investors to review the opinions
of a wide range of investment professionals who approach the
market from many different perspectives. I recommend the
Dick Davis Digest for any investor who wants a broad spectrum
of advice presented in a straight forward and comprehensible
fashion.”

— Dave Wallen, Editor, Trend Dynamics

— Geraldine Weiss, Editor, Investment Quality Trends

— Henry J. Emerson, Editor, Outstanding
Investing Digest

Steven Halpern
Editor of the Dick Davis Digest
and nationally-syndicated columnist
for Knight-Ridder Newspapers

TAX DEDUCTIBILITY
The DICK DAVIS DIGEST is fully tax-deductible as an
investment expense under IRS Code Section 67 and
112, when all your investment, tax & miscellaneous
business expenses total more than 2% of your
adjusted gross income.

